Koshi Care
Setting up your Koshi Chimes
When you receive your Koshi chimes you will find that the cord has been purposely
placed inside the resonance tube to avoid any damage during transit.
To unravel the cord →
Step 1. Gently turn the top wooden bar until the hanging cord is at the top.
Step 2. The wind catcher cord is also wound around the metal rods for protection
during transit. It can be freed by turning the chime upside down and gently pushing
the string over the metal rods with a finger or pencil or similar object.
Then your ready to hang your Koshi chimes.

Caring for your Koshi Chimes
Koshi chimes are made for the outdoors, though its recommended they be placed in
an area protected from the wind and rain for a longer life expectancy.
E.g., under a veranda, eaves or other protected area.
Koshi chimes are treated with a natural timber oil & fungicide during their
manufacture to protect them from the effects of humidity.
Like all wooden objects, the Koshi chimes bamboo veneer will also need oiling from
time to time depending on your local weather conditions.
You can use either clear ‘teak oil’ (recommended) or clear ‘tung oil’ which you should
find in your local hardware shop. They both work well.
For protection from mould it’s ideal to add a fungicide to the oil.
As an alternative to regular fungicides, you can use a natural product such as clove
oil or tea tree oil (make sure the tea tree oil you use is derived from ‘Melaleuca
Alternifolia.’)

Cleaning and re-oiling method:
 First clean the Koshi chime if dirty with warm water and sponge, when fully
dry then apply the oil with a cloth.
 You may need a few applications of the oil..
Note: The nickel coated steel bars may oxidise over time with humidity, this will not
affect the Koshi’s sound or tuning.

How to identify the four Koshi Melodies:
Once you have removed the tag(s) from your Koshi chime(s), there is a colour
system to help identify the melody.
On the bamboo resonance tube there is written the word 'Koshi', the colour of the
letter 'o' identifies the melody.
Green = Terra (Earth)
Blue = Aqua (Water)
Yellow = Aria (Air)
Red = Ignis (Fire)

Thank you for purchasing your Koshi chime(s) from us, we hope that you enjoy them
for many years to come!
Please contact us if you need any more information.
Kind Regards,
Anthony & Carol
‘Wind Chimes Australia'
www.WindChimesAustralia.com.au
order@WindChimesAustralia.com.au
+61 (03) 55233410

